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Activists to protest
recent staff layoffs
Jenn Elias
Staff Writer
Gilbert Villareal, a union representative and SJSU
employee, said the SJSU employment union is organizing a protest at the Student Union Amphitheater
at 11:30 a.m. today in response to the announced 76
layoffs.
"It's to show our campus administration to make
our presence known on campus," Villareal said.
Approximately 10 percent of unionized staff positions have been eliminated and approximately 10
percent of the remainder have been reassigned, according to Steve Sloan, a current SJSU employee and
former union president.
Junior psychology major Cecilia Lopez said she
thinks the effects of layoffs will trickle down to the
classrooms.
"If faculty and staff are being laid off left and right,
I wonder how all the work will get done," she said.
Villareal said employees of a union bargaining
unit are constantly trying to find solutions for those
being laid off.
"We, as the union, are not just going to be given
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Students reveal religious upbringings

layoff notices without putting up a fight," he said.
Roughly half of the laid off employees were union
members, Villareal said.
Union employee layoffs consisted of 23 administrative support assistants and 13 administrative support coordinators, he said.
Sloan said reassignment is a total change of the
paradigm of what it is like to work for the university.
“There was a few people reassigned here and
there, but now this kind of thing is happening on a
massive scale," he said.
Sloan said it is a big change for staff members who
have worked in one department to go to another.
"In my opinion, you are going to see people who
are retiring because they don't want to be reassigned," he said.
Larry Carr, associate vice president for public
relations, said the university previously used temporary measures such as furloughs to deal with the lack
of state funding, but now needs to lay off employees.
Cherelle Cruz, a junior interior design major, said
the layoffs are a drastic cut into higher education.

See PROTEST, Page 3

Late professor’s eco-house
put on real estate market

Royce Agustin, a senior communication studies major, prays in the Spartan Memorial
during the Unity in Christ’s 24 hours of prayer event. BRIANA CALDERON / SPARTAN DAILY

Angelo Scrofani
Staff Writer

Tadas Narauskas, an Intero Real Estate agent who specializes in green building,
explains some of the energy saving “water walls” that were built into former SJSU
Professor Frank Schiavo’s “green” home, which recently went on sale.
BRIANA CALDERON / SPARTAN DAILY

Ben Cadena
Staff Writer
The eco-house, built by the late Frank Schiavo, a
former SJSU environmental studies professor, is up
for sale said Jeni Pfeiffer, a local realtor.
"Many of the neighboring homes are short-saled
and going for less than Mr. Schiavo's house, but his
house is totally retrofitted and has innovations that

Weather

many neighbors would love to have," said Pfeiffer, an
eco-realtor and former student of Schiavo.
The house has trellises and an 8-by-40-foot sun
room in the back, designed to be cool in the summer and
use the solar thermal effect in the back with its southwest
facing windows, brick structure and black thermal gathering flasks to heat in the winter, Pfeiffer said.

See ECO-HOUSE, Page 2
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The religious studies program
has been a part of the SJSU curriculum for the past 30 years and
has maintained a consistent influx
of students who find the subject to
be of interest, regardless of their
belief structures, an SJSU professor said.
“The purpose of the program
is to introduce religion historically
and sociologically,” said Christian
Jochim, a professor of comparative religious studies. “The purpose is not to preach or to teach
the theologies of different religions, except as examples.”

To understand the phenomenon of religion, he said more than
one religion has to be studied, and
that SJSU provides courses on religions such as Christianity, Islam
and Buddhism.
“The courses do very well,”
Jochim said. “Students are interested in the subject, but I think
they view themselves as being too
practical and career oriented as to
sort of just follow their heart and
go with the study of religion as
their major.”
He said it isn’t as though students are apathetic to the idea of
faith, but are more likely to consider faith as a personal issue.
Jochim said religious clubs and

organizations on campus are indicators of an acceptance that presents itself on a more substantive
level, as opposed to the perfunctory nature of a three-unit class.
Student upbringings
Zack Yeager, a junior history
major, said he vividly recalls being
tucked into bed as his father read
to him mythological fables intertwined with stories from the Bible.
"He didn't stress that the Bible
was special in any way," Yeager
said. "So in my opinion, Greek
mythology, Norse mythology —
they're the same. They have the
same amount of evidence, which

See RELIGION, Page 4
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Visiting author
discusses life as
adventure writer
fiction and sometimes I have
to remind myself that they're
true."
Since those early years,
An author visiting campus as part of the English de- Cahill said he has authored
partment's "Lurie Author-in- seven books, some of which inResidence" program said he clude "Pass the Butterworms,"
thought adventure writing was "Pecked to Death by Ducks,"
an untapped source for great "Hold the Enlightenment" and
storytelling in his early years as "Lost In My Own Backyard."
Cahill said that, without
a writer in the '60s .
About 50 people attended realizing it, his first foray into
the presentation at Dr. Martin journalism led him to a new
Luther King Jr. Library, where burgeoning form of journalism
Tim Cahill spoke about his ex- of the 1960s and 1970s.
"Unbeknownst me that (arperiences as a travel author
and the journey that led him to ticle) put me at the vanguard of
what was called the new jourbecome an author.
"I started my writing career nalism," he said.
Cahill said “new journalreally as a master's student at
San Francisco State University, ism” was a form of journalism
where I expected that I would that incorporated literary techwrite the great American nov- niques in reporting and was
popularized by authors such as
el," Cahill said.
Hunter S. Thompson.
Senior English major
Michael Coco said Cahill's talk was helpful in
getting insight on being
a nonfiction writer and
the writing business in
general.
"I think as a nonfiction writing student, it
was really informative in
getting a professional's
view on the degradation
of magazines and overall,
it was a good conversation," Coco said. "He's a
very humorous writer.
His writing is really funny and has a great voice.
And even though you
might not get to go to
Geoffrey Fowler
some of the places he's
Junior English major
been to, you understand
where he's coming from."
Cahill said writing in that
Cahill said his first entry
into professional writing was literary style led him to write
an article about turkey vultures for Rolling Stone magazine,
for the Sunday magazine of the which at the time was in its forSan Francisco Chronicle, even mative years.
"I was able to do any kind of
though he had no journalistic
story that I wanted to do there,"
experience.
"I didn't know how to write Cahill said. "But as the new guy
a journalistic article, I had no in the staff, I generally wrote
journalism classes," Cahill rock 'n' roll stories about bands
said. "But I knew how to craft that nobody cared about."
Having grown tired of writfiction, and so in writing this
story about turkey vultures, ing about rock 'n' roll, Cahill
I used all the techniques of said he started Outside magafiction to write a journalistic zine, under the umbrella of
Rolling Stone magazine, that
story."
Junior English major Geof- dealt with the outdoors, sports
frey Fowler said he liked Ca- and activities, which led him to
hill's writing style and story- the genre of outdoor writing.
"I think there's a great strain
telling ability.
"He has a very distinctive of American literature that is
style that's easy to recognize," about outdoor writing," Cahill
Fowler said. "Hearing him said. "I think American literaspeak makes me realize where ture is basically about outdoor
it comes from, because he writing, starting from James
writes a lot like he speaks. So, Fenimore you can go through
reading his books feels very Mark Twain to Faulkner and
personal. The stories read like Hemingway."

Salman Haqqi
Staff Writer

On April 29, 1968 the Spartan Daily reported that ...
♦ (Above) Students listened to William Hermanns, a retired SJSU professor of foreign languages, during a protest of the
Vietnam War on April 26, 1968.
♦ Computer registration will probably be initiated in Spring 1969.
♦ Occupational therapy graduate Dian Fossey studies mountain gorillas under the auspices of the National Geograpic
Society in an undisclosed part of the central African wilds.

ECO-HOUSE
From Page 1
"In the full summer sun, when
it was 90 degrees outside, his
house was a cool 74 degrees inside with no air conditioning, just
a wise use of physics design and
thermal distribution,” Pfeiffer said.
She said the house was an extraordinary value, with its interior
colors designed by a top decorator.
"The colors are superior,” Pfeiffer said. “The hallway is a peacock
blue and the kitchen is in a warm
Tuscan gold."

"It is well worth the asking
price of $399,000," she said.
"There's nothing else like it in
the neighborhood, with solar
panels and design to keep utility
bills at a minimum.”
Pfeiffer said Schiavo will also be
remembered for his fight with the
city not to pay his garbage bill, as
most of his garbage went into his
compost heap to fertilize his organic gardens.
“He won the battle and even
came out on CNN,” said Glenn
Schiavo, Frank Schiavo’s nephew.
“Something was worked out with
the city in the end.”
"The house should be saved

for future generations to see," said
Bruce Olszewski, an SJSU environmental studies lecturer.
Frank Schiavo's nephew, Glenn
Schiavo, said the house was held
in trust and Schiavo's wishes were
that if his corporation did not
want to take it over then the house
should be sold and the proceeds
given to his heirs.
"Even when we were little,
Frank would take me and my sister
to college with him, and I would, at
7 years old, climb up on a chair and
read from a kid's book about ecology to his class and he loved it,”
Schiavo said. "We all miss him and
his humility and sense of humor."

"As a student, I remember
Frank holding potlucks in his afternoon class, and he would pick three
people and say, 'You're in charge of
next week's potluck," Pfeiffer said.
“He made learning fun and he was
a wonderful teacher."
"Mr. Schiavo built over 70 solar
homes with the collaboration of his
friend, house designer and builder
Sigmund Beck," Pfeiffer said.
Some students had never met
Schiavo.
"I never knew him, but if he did
a lot for the environment, perhaps
his house should be preserved
for other students to see," said
Himabindu Naralasetty, a senior
electrical engineering major.
"Schiavo was a real believer in
conservation,” said Anne Baldwin,
manager of college and science advising. “He would be late to meetings because the bus was running
10 minutes late. He was always
on buses and would drive his car
maybe once a week. Otherwise,
he was on his bike. He didn't use
a computer or have a cell phone."
Anna Ralston, a senior environmental studies major, said she
had fond memories.
"He would invite you for dinner
and then would put out a platter of
organic vegetables, fresh from his
garden,” Ralston said. “One lecture
day a semester, he would come in
with his head shaved and say if we
use nuclear power, we'll all be bald
and sterile."
Anna Le, a senior environmental studies major, said, "Last year,
Schiavo had over 15,000 people
tour his house. I was one of his 400
best friends and he would always
remember everybody's phone numbers off the top of his head."

“

Hearing him
speak makes me
realize where it
comes from,
because he writes
a lot like he
speaks. So,
reading his books
feels very
personal.

”
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CAMPUSVOICES BY ASHLEY FINDEN
What do you think about religion?
Ana Maria Palacios
Junior, Child Development

“If (people) feel it’s something they need to express
themselves, they should have the right, as long as
it’s not severely offending somebody, because somebody else is always going to be offended.”

Raffney Nanquil
Junior, Kinesiology

“To be honest, I don’t consider myself a religious
person ... but religion is very important, because
it separates people from each other. That’s what
shapes communities.”

Justin Dizon
Freshman, Nursing

“To me, it gives you something to rely on. I always
feel that I have something to fall back on and, like,
somewhere to go. Whenever you feel lost, you can
always just turn to your god, or whatever deity you
believe in.”

Cynthia Chao
Junior, Advertising

Rebecca Allen
Junior, Hospitality Management

Ryan Garcia,
Freshman, Civil Engineering

“Isn’t really too big of a deal in my personal life,
but I do take on my family’s side of their religion,
like their ideas and their beliefs through Buddhism
... it’s just kind of nothing to me.”

“I’m Catholic. I think it’s a positive influence on
people. It gives them morals and helps them with
their judgment. They don’t necessarily have to
have a specific religion ... but it kind of gives them
moral ground to stand on.”

“I think if it’s done right, people wouldn’t fight
over certain religions. If you’re religious, that’s
OK, that’s your point of view, but you don’t have to
push it on others. You don’t have to get in an argument with sombebody else about their religion.”

PROTEST
From Page 1
"These are the people who
help us with our careers," she
said. "What is going to happen
to the quality of our education
now?"
Carr said expression of free
speech is something that is encouraged on campus, for employees and students, and that
having an open dialogue is fair.
"The university is going

through a process of looking
through priorities as we shrink in
size," he said.
Carr said the university did
what was necessary to not cut directly into classes.
He said President Jon Whitmore spent April 28 in Sacramento, advocating for more money for
higher education.
Villareal said he will be going
out and collecting information
from union employees to use in
future bargaining efforts.
He said the bargaining unit
team and organizing units

BRING US YOUR WOMEN’S & MEN’S CLOTHES :: CURRENT STYLES

more," Villareal said.
At the protest, speakers will
include the California State University union president, union organizers and bargainers, Villareal
said.
He said the speakers' goal will
be to bring awareness about the
unemployment rate in the state of
California.
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from throughout the state will
attend the protest.
“We hope to raise the morale of
employees," Villareal said.
He said there is still a chance
of reducing the number of laid off
employees.
"We have been telling employees that it's not over until we are at
wit's end and cannot bargain any-

Fashion Recycled
SAN JOSE: 1959 west san carlos 408.292.6100
SAN JOSE: 1008 blossom hill rd #e 408.269.1000
www.crossroadstrading.com


 

1072 Lincoln Avenue z San Jose
408.292.4835 z goosetownlounge.com

"It seems like cuts just get
deeper and deeper," said junior nutrition major Marissa
Alava. "I just don't know how

much more they can cut."
Villareal said the union will go
into full-contract negotiations in
June 2011.
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A view of the sunset over downtown San Jose from Duncan Hall on Wednesday.

HUSAIN SUMRA / SPARTAN DAILY

Boccardo Complex fosters business student success
College of Business
internationally
recognized
Marlon Marloney
Staff Writer
The Boccardo Business
Center, as can be seen today,
is home to SJSU’s College of
Business.
SJSU’s College of Business
is in the five percent of business programs in the world
that have been accredited by
The Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business
International, according to the
College of Business website.
Dean David Steele said the
college is the second most
externally funded college in
SJSU.
Sophomore finance major
Rick Grandquist said he came
to SJSU’s College of Business
because of its reputation.
“I heard good things about
the College of Business here,
and ultimately decided it
was the best place for me,”
Grandquist said.
Association standards judge
universities on the basis of
curriculum, faculty resources,
admissions, degree requirements, computer facilities, financial resources and intellectual climate, according to the
association website.

Business and the Lucas Graduate School of Business. “So
even the non-sexy stuff, HVAC
is what it’s called, had to be
replaced. So, it didn’t look like
there was a whole lot of progress being made at first.”
When the renovation process began, many limitations
suddenly came to light, Fimbel
said.
“It turned out that the
structural walls in the building were the hallway walls,”
Fimbel said. “So the only
way to change the shape of
a room was to change the
length of it.”
The plan also required
the school to have at least
as many classroom seats
in it as there had been before, she said.
“The end of the ’90s
was a time when we were
still involved in providing computers to a lot of
students — not everybody
had their own,” Fimbel
Rick Grandquist
said.
Senior finance major
There was an emphasis
on adding a student advistal improvement budgets be- ing center for the school and a
gan to free fall, resulting in place for clubs to meet, Fimbel
lower levels of maintenance on said.
Marshall Burak, the dean at
several campus buildings — inthe time, initiated the process
cluding the business complex.
“The building had had of raising funds for the renovaproblems, like being too warm tion by reaching out to alumni,
in the summer and being too Fimbel said.
The college had brought in
cold in the winter,” said Nancie Fimbel, interim director of $10 million from state funding,
development of the College of but the additional $6 million
According to the book,
“San Jose State University:
An Interpretive History 19502000,” by James Walsh, the
Business Complex was built in
1971 as part of a massive movement of expansion that began
in the early ’50s.
The cost of construction
for the new building was
$4,337,090, according to the
college’s website.
According to Walsh’s book,
during the ’70s and ’80s, capi-

“

I heard good
things about the
College of
Business here, and
ultimately decided
it was the best
place for me.

”

from alumni and corporation
donations moved its renovation higher up on the priority
list, Fimbel said.
The building is decorated
with plaques showing the
names and years of graduation
of alumni who donated and the
names of any businesses that
made a contribution.
An additional $2 million
was donated from SJSU alumnus James Boccardo and his
wife Lorraine, Fimbel said.
The Boccardos also donated $250,000 to the Heritage
Gateway Campaign, which was
used to fund the gateway that
can be seen at Fourth Street
and Paseo de San Carlos, according to the college website.
The following year, the
Boccardos were awarded the
Tower Award, according to the
college website. In addition,
the newly renovated building
was named after James Boccardo for his contribution to the
renovation project.
“My feeling is that I owed
the university something in
appreciation for what it did for
me,” the late Boccardo said.
Fimbel said the newly renovated building opened in January 2000.
The renovation project provided students with facilities
that now bear theater-style
classrooms, a computer network, computer labs and a student advisement and tutorial
center, Fimbel said.
“It seems like it’s pretty
modern,” said junior business
major Miranda Stover. “Everything is fairly new and, for the
most part, runs OK.”

is none. They try to teach moral
lessons. They try to enforce a
certain cultural viewpoint, but
there's nothing to really grab
onto."
Yeager said his father is a selfproclaimed "humanist" whose
only tangible relationship with
religion was a Southern Baptist
upbringing, which Yeager said
was of no concern in his abilities
as a parent.
"All humans have culture,
and religion is part of culture,"
he said. "I believe religion in and
of itself is a social fiction that is
used to control the masses."
Yeager said a social fiction
is something perpetuated by
people and is governed by a set
of rules without reason.
He said religion is an instance where a group of people
got together and agreed that entities such as God and Jesus exist
without quantifiable evidence,
and use their faith as a safety net
when life becomes complicated.
"People don't really want
to think about truly important
esoteric questions that plague
their life every day," Yeager
said. "They don't want to answer
them themselves, so they turn to
religion to answer it for them."
Yeager said he grew up with
parents who were somewhat
spiritual, which allowed him to
view religion as a concept, rather
than as a lifestyle.
Shani Douglas, a senior social work major, said she found
herself in a similar circumstance
with a mother whose secular
lifestyle left Douglas with questions she found answers to in
religion.
"My mom, she felt forced
to go to church when she was
younger and that's why she
said she never forced us to go to
church," Douglas said. "She felt
like when we got old enough, we
could make that decision ourselves."
Douglas said she didn't have
a religious upbringing, and it
was her grandmother who introduced her to Christianity as an
adolescent, teaching her how to
pray.
Douglas said she was 13 years
old when she was "saved" into
the Christian community, and
has since committed to a spiritual following she doesn't share
with any of her siblings.
"(Religion) plays a large
role," she said. "I go to church
every Sunday, Bible study every
Tuesday. It's a big part of my life.
My relationship with God is everything."
Religion on campus
Billal Asghar, treasurer of the
Muslim Students Association at
SJSU, said he originally became
a member of the association to
educate himself about a part of
his culture that had been absent
during his childhood.
"In terms of religion growing
up over here — I was born here
but I lived in Pakistan as well — I
always saw it in my life practiced
by other people," he said. "But
my upbringing, we weren't very
religious."
Asghar said 9/11 was part of
his decision to be active in the
Muslim faith when others became inquisitive about Islamic
beliefs.
"Sometimes (my friends and
I) faced racism," he said. "So a
lot of us felt like we need to learn
more about our own religion,
our own culture, so we're able to
defend it and explain to people

when they ask us questions."
He said being a part of the organization has helped him build
relationships with students of
various cultures who share ties
through their Muslim faith.
"Everyone has different cultures, but they are united by religion," Asghar said. "(MSA's) tradition is, we have just one club
instead of having ten different
clubs and we all come together.
We see each other as brothers
and sisters. I think religion has
been the main thing that has
brought all of us together."
Phenomenon evaluation
Marty Barker, a senior business management major, said
he was reared in a devout Roman Catholic family.
He said he went to a private
school for nine years, from kindergarten through eighth grade,
and appreciated the bond he
shared with family and friends
in his church community.
Since moving to San Jose
from Auburn, Calif., Barker said
he hasn't followed the Catholic
practice of attending Mass every
Sunday, in large part because he
didn't feel welcome at some of
the religious services he has attended in the past.
"I went to a couple of Masses
where I used to live in San Jose
and it was OK, but I just didn't
feel quite as involved," he said.
"I didn't feel a part of the community back home. It helps you
relate more to the followings of
religion as far as talking to somebody else about it."
Barker said he sat in on Easter Sunday services this year,
when his stepsister was confirmed in the church, a rite of
passage in Catholicism. He said
it was the first Mass he attended
in weeks.
He said growing up in a devout household instilled valuable qualities in him, but as he
grew older, he saw contradictions in the church's teachings
that caused him to step outside
of his faith on specific instances.
Barker said some of the contradictions he observed were the
contempt Catholicism shows
toward the gay and lesbian
community and that the church
could be welcoming to a certain
degree, unless an issue goes
against its doctrine.
"I still feel a spiritual side,
but as far as Catholicism itself,
there are some points that my
parents are really firm on and
believe in and I don't really have
the same feeling," he said. "It
hasn't pushed me away but kind
of made me refocus what I believe in."
Junior history major Daniel
Ramos said his attitude regarding religion changed at an early
age, but was afraid to express his
feelings for fear of the disruption
it would cause to his family.
Much like Barker, Ramos
said he had a heavily religious
Roman Catholic upbringing, in
which he participated in several rites of the Catholic Church,
from baptism to confirmation in
the church, but not marriage.
"I was brought up in a very
strict Catholic family," he said.
"I started to slowly distance
myself from religion because I
started to incorporate stuff that
I learned in junior college, relating it to Roman Catholicism and
how I was brought up."
Ramos said that taking part
in marriage is still something he
will do, not for religious reasons,
but for the cultural value it holds
for him.
"It's who I am," he said. "As
much as I like not to say it, my
values have been shaped by
Christianity."
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It’s put up or shut up time
for Sharks in matchup vs. Wings
COMMENTARY
Joey Akeley
Executive Editor

All it takes is one moment.
Down two games to one,
the San Jose Sharks were in
sudden-death overtime against
the Colorado Avalanche in the
first round of the NHL's Stanley Cup Playoffs.
A Colorado goal would have
put the Sharks in a huge hole, a
deficit they probably wouldn’t
have been able to overcome.
But San Jose's forward Joe
Pavelski seized the moment,
beating Avalanche goalie Craig
Anderson, saving the Sharks'
season.
Two games later, the Sharks
advanced into the second
round, eliminating the Avalanche in the sixth game of a
brutal series.
The Sharks will start a new
series tonight against the Detroit Red Wings, who finished
an equally tough series by defeating the Phoenix Coyotes
in the decisive seventh game
Tuesday.
Most Sharks fans will remember San Jose being eliminated by the Wings three years
ago in six games.
One moment changed that
series as well. With Detroit
down two games to one in
Game 4, Detroit’s defenseman
Mathieu Schneider scored an
overtime goal that changed the
complexion of the series.
The Wings went on to dominate the next two games, leav-

SPORTS
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SHARKS PLAYOFF HISTORY
Ye a r

Re s u l t

We s t e r n C o n f e r e n c e O p p o n e n t

09

Loss
4-2

Anaheim in
Quarterfinals

Loss
08 4-2

Dallas in
Semifinals

07 Loss
4-2

Detroit in
Semifinals

Loss
06 4-2

Edmonton in
Semifinals

04 Loss
4-2

Calgary in
Finals

02

Loss
4-3

Colorado in
Semifinals

01

Loss
4-2

St. Louis in
Quarterfinals

Fowards Joe Thornton (left) and Dany Heatley did not score in the first round
series against Colorado. CLIFFORD GRODIN / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

ing Sharks fans questioning the
mental acuity of their team.
Those questions have grown
into demands. If the Sharks
don’t win this series, you can
expect major changes to the
organization.
The Sharks have invested
heavily in their top three forwards, Joe Thornton, Patrick
Marleau and Dany Heatley.
The trio produced one goal
and a plus/minus rating of -7
against Colorado.
Last year against the Ana-

heim Ducks, Thornton and
Marleau were dominated by
forwards Ryan Getzlaf and
Corey Perry.
Simply put, the Sharks' best
regular season players have
been their worst players in the
playoffs.
In contrast, the one constant for the Wings is the play
of their top players. Henrik
Zetterberg had six goals and
five assists and Pavel Datsyuk
had five goals and three assists
in the Wings series victory

against the Coyotes.
Datsyuk and Zetterberg are
one of the top playoff duos in
the NHL, which is evident by
them leading the Wings to a
Stanley Cup in 2008 and a
runner-up finish in 2009.
The biggest change from the
Detroit team that hoisted the
cup and this one is the experience between the pipes.
In 2008, Detroit rode veteran goalie Chris Osgood’s hot
play to a championship. Now,
the Wings are led by talented

rookie goalie Jimmy Howard,
whose inconsistent play almost cost the Wings in the first
round.
If the Sharks can crash the
net and frazzle the rookie, they
could advance past their Western Conference rivals.
If the Wings can shut down
the Sharks top line like the
Avalanche did, they will easily
march into the next round.
I know the Sharks have the
fire power to outplay the Red
Wings, but I just don’t see
them putting it all together for
one series.

My heart says the Sharks
will win, but my head says Detroit will prevail.
When Thornton, Marleau
and Heatley are at their best,
they are capable of carrying
the Sharks to a Stanley Cup. At
any moment, they could flip the
switch and play like the all-stars
they are and become Howard's
worst nightmare.
Will they seize the moment?
They’d better, or else they
may not be wearing teal and
black next year and the Sharks
will be watching the rest of this
year’s playoffs from home.
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Land of the semi-free Careers are lifeless
coworker can file an anonyBeing brown-skinned is now
mous complaint against them
illegal in the state of Arizona.
or their employer. If someThe new anti-immigration
body has a personal vendetta,
law, signed into law by Gov.
they can make an individual
Jan Brewer last week, requires
or the business susceptible to
police or other government ofcriminal charges.
ficials to determine the immiDarrell Steinberg (D-Sacragration status of an individual
mento), the California Senate
if “reasonable suspicion exists
president pro tem, sent a letter
that the person is an alien who
Tommy Wright
to Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegis unlawfully present in the
ger that proposed the state
United States.”
Senior Staff Writer
cuts economic ties with AriSo if you look Latino, you
zona until the law is repealed.
must carry documentation that
you are a U.S. citizen at all times or you can be City leaders in San Francisco and Los Angeles
have also looked at boycotting the state.
booked with a misdemeanor.
In a news release, Brewer stated in all caps that
she will not tolerate racial profiling or discrimination, but this law is discriminatory at its base.
The law states that race, color or national origin will not be taken into account, but how else
does one suspect a person isn’t legally in the United States?
Pima County Sheriff Clarence Dupnik has no
An Arizona Daily Star article states that the
answer to how he can enforce the law.
In an Arizona Daily Star article, he is quoted as Mexican government has issued a warning for
saying the law is “racist” and a “national embar- Mexican citizens traveling to the state, and the
governor of Sonora called off a meeting with
rassment.”
He said that if he enforces the law, his depart- Gov. Brewer.
This isn’t the first time Arizona has been
ment will be in danger of getting sued for racial
profiling and if he doesn’t enforce it, the sheriff’s boycotted because of a racist stance by its politicians.
office could be sued for not following the law.
According to an article on Time magazine’s
According to an article from the Associated
Press, U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder is con- website, the National Football League moved
Super Bowl XXVII from Tempe, Ariz. to Pasasidering challenging the legality of the new law.
According to the article, both Holder and dena, Calif. in protest of the state refusing to
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano recognize Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
The article stated that former Sen. Jesse
criticized the law.
At a town hall meeting in Iowa, President Ba- Helms tried to connect King to communists.
John McCain, then a member of the U.S.
rack Obama called the law “poorly conceived.”
“But you can imagine, if you are a Hispanic- House of Representatives, joined the two other
American in Arizona — your great-grandparents Republican representatives in voting against a
may have been there before Arizona was even a bill to establish the holiday in 1983.
McCain later stated that he regretted voting
state,” Obama said. “But now, suddenly, if you
don’t have your papers and you took your kid out against the holiday.
At some point, McCain will likely flip-flop his
to get ice cream, you’re going to be harassed.”
One thing the law doesn’t mention is language. stance on the immigration law as well. I can alApproximately 1,231,337 people in Arizona speak ready hear him in my head saying, “My Hispanic
Spanish at home, according to the 2005-2007 friends, I’m sorry.”
In 1992, Arizona finally voted to recognize
American Community Survey conducted by the
the holiday. Hopefully the wait to repeal this xeU.S. Census Bureau.
If people speak Spanish at their workplace, a nophobic law will be much shorter.

McCain later stated
that he regretted
voting against the
holiday.

Working toward a career
has become a burden.
Going to school full time,
working part time and doing
what society expects of me
are tedious obligations.
My awakening was inspired by the words of
Christopher
McCandless:
“A career is a 21st-century
invention, and I don’t want
one.”
McCandless, also known
as Alexander Supertramp,
was an Emory University
graduate who decided to
erase his identity and venture out into the Alaskan
wilderness.
I don’t want a career that
requires me to work from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. inside a
cubicle.
People all around me have
jobs or are pursuing careers
that could eventually lead
them to live a mundane life.
Working toward an education is not fun anymore —
at least not for people who
have to work so desperately
to succeed.
All I want to do is enjoy
the sun without subconsciously knowing that I have
school or work the next day.
Of course, some careers
allow you to be in the sun,
but I’m using the sun to symbolize what freedom is to me.
So I ask, what is freedom to
you?
On and around campus,
I see, speak and listen to
peers of mine who can’t wait
to graduate and get a “real”
job.
There is no such thing as
a “real” job. Every student is
just another pea in the pod
waiting to be classified into a
segmented part of society.

something.
Unfortunately, I must follow these guidelines. If I don’t,
I fail the class, and if I fail the
class, I will fail what my parents have worked so hard at
helping me reach — a degree.

Lidia Gonzalez
Staff Writer
Being a student full time or
part time is not the problem. I
love being at school and learning. The problem is I want to
learn about everything.
Note that being a student
and learning are two different
entities.
When I was a little girl, I can
remember wanting to choose a
career as a police officer.
Then, I decided I wanted to
be an artist, then a firefighter, then a doctor and as I got
older, I began to concentrate
on each occupation a little
harder.
So I thought I wanted to
express my art through fashion design, but then realized
I didn’t want to live that lifestyle forever.
Then I thought I could be a
psychiatrist, soon recognizing
that I wouldn’t want to be in
charge of managing someone
else’s life.
I like to learn, know and
teach.
I’d like everyone to learn,
know and teach each other.
We should be learning from
each other, and not by what
we are required to learn.
I don’t like having to be in a
classroom following outdated
guidelines that my professors
think are going to teach me

Working
toward an
education is
not fun
anymore - at
least not for
people who
have to work
so desperately
to succeed.
I don’t know how, but my
parents exceed the qualifications that would allow me to
get financial aid. The state
government claims my parents make too much money.
To that I say, “Pff, come live
at our house for a year.” At my
expense and the invention of a
“career,” I must drown myself
in debt.
Even though I have to take
out loans, I still am forced to
have a job. I have to pay rent,
afford to feed myself and have
somewhat of a social life.
Finally, when this robotic
scholarly lifestyle is over, I am
going to have to face another
repetitive lifestyle.
What for? For a “job”? “A
‘career”’?
I prefer not.
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There is no such thing as a free ride
A few weeks back, I was photographing an SJSU lacrosse practice — yes, we
have a lacrosse club team.
Some players and I were bullshitting
on the sidelines, and we got to the subject of scholarships.
Before I transferred to SJSU, I had
a scholarship to play soccer. It was not
at a big-name school, but it had been to
the national tournament a few times.
A guy asked why I gave up a scholarship to come to SJSU, and I spit out a
couple of excuses, not wanting to delve
into the matter more fully.
His response was, “Yeah, but dude,
it was a free ride.”
That irked me a little.
A free ride? Flashing your Tower
Card on VTA is a free ride.
Running wind sprints in 105-degree
summer heat for nine hours a day is not
a free ride.
I can see how, to an outsider, athletic
scholarships can look like a freebie. All
you have to do is show up, work out a
little (catch a ball, swing a bat, whatever), fly around the country, miss classes,
and the school pays your tuition.
Shit, sign me up, Coach — I can do
that.
Nobody ever talks about how painful
a torn muscle is, what it’s like to vomit
from heat exhaustion, or what a slipped
disk in your spine will feel like for the
next three years.
Somehow, that part is left out of the
recruitment speech.
The words “hard work” and “dedication” get thrown around all the time,
but I don’t think people always know
what they actually mean.
We had our summer training a
month and a half before the fall semester started. We were the only ones on

campus and our schedule looked something like this:
5:30 a.m. — Wake up, start stretching and try to drink five bottles of water
before practice.
If you’ve never had to force yourself
to drink a gallon of water, try it — you
know, for fun. Pop a couple ibuprofen,
some potassium pills for cramps, and
then limp out to the practice field to
loosen up before practice.
6 a.m. — Practice starts. If you’ve
never had the joy of experiencing a
summer in California’s Central Valley,
here’s how it works: It’s 85 degrees out
before 7 a.m, by 9 o’clock it’s hitting the
low 90s, and by 10, you can cook an egg
on the sidewalk. I know this, because
we did.
9 a.m. — Practice ends, and as it is
soccer, that was three hours of nonstop running.
From there, we head over to the cafeteria for breakfast and some theological discussions (I went to a Christian
university, so this part isn’t a joke).
After taking a quick shower, I do some
stretching, followed by a nap.
As any college student knows, naps
are critical.
Noon — Lunch. Our cafeteria had a
well deserved reputation of being, well,
shitty. There were numerous counts of
food poisoning in my brief tenure there,
and the food was rightfully hideous.
1 p.m. — Our second practice of the
day purposely coincided with the hottest time of the day. It wasn’t uncommon for the temperature to break 110
degrees.
Our coach (who had our best interests at heart — really, just ask him)
mandated that these practices would
have one water break at the 1.5-hour

the regular season,
mark. This happened
women on campus,
to be against Califorand most importantnia state law, but I’m
ly, only three hours of
told those are more
practice a day.
like guidelines, so
Don’t
get
me
let’s press on.
wrong, road trips
4 p.m. — Practice
with 19 of your closest
ends. For those of
friends can be pretty
you following along
sweet — unless your
at home, we’re now at
Thomas Webb
bus breaks down and
six hours of running
you have to spend two
for the day.
Webb and Flow
days driving to Arizo5:30 p.m. — What
na with seven grown
passes for dinner is
served. We manage to chug another men piled into a Dodge Caravan.
That is decidedly less sweet.
gallon or so of water before we head out
I can’t speak to academic leniency
for the last practice of the day.
7 p.m. — Practice starts again. You at all schools, but where I was, they
know those gnarly sweat rings you get weren’t having any of it.
All assignments had to be turned in
on your T-shirts when you’ve had a solid workout? Well, the potassium pills before we left, or we were marked down.
And women, well, any male in college
cause those to form on your face.
Our practice goes on until it’s too knows the negative effect a woman can
dark for us to see, and coach calls it a have on GPA.
Once you got on the field though,
night. That comes to about nine hours of
practice, or if you happen to be wearing nothing else mattered.
School, girls, life, it all just melted
a pedometer, about 35 miles per day.
Six days a week, for a month and a away. Your entire existence revolved
half, when you wake up in the middle of around some metal posts and a ball.
If you’ve never seen a college soccer
the night to use the bathroom, just know
that it’s going to take you five minutes of game, its rougher than you’d imagine.
I’ll be the first to admit it’s not levstretching in bed before you can hobble
el with rugby or football, but it’s not
to the bathroom 10 feet away.
All of that happens while your class- friendly either.
While playing against our rival
mates are out enjoying the summer at
the lake, or kicking it at home watching school, our star midfielder had his leg
broken after a guy slide-tackled him
Star Trek re-runs.
While they’re at home, dreading the from behind. He was ejected from
day they have to return to school, we the game, but a one-game suspension
mark it on our calendars as the greatest doesn’t quite equal a shattered tibia in
my book.
day of the year.
Our goalie had his nose broken by
We will no longer have to toil away
in the summer sun for nine hours a day. an errant kick to the face. I personInstead, with the academic year comes ally slipped a disk in my lower back

by throwing myself sideways into the
ground at a full sprint.
The team captain tore every major
tendon in his ankle and spent the last
games of the season in crutches on the
sidelines.
Was it worth the money? I guess that
depends on who you ask.
The goalie and Mr. Tibia are playing in the Premiership Development
League, a farm league for the big European clubs.
The team captain who destroyed his
ankle hasn’t played soccer at any level
since the injury, and doubts he’ll ever
be able to play again.
Some guys on my team would never
have been able to afford college without
those scholarships, and it’s something
that came up a couple of times, when
our coach would push us past the safe
point.
A player’s eye was permanently dilated after he became severely dehydrated. It took three days — and a visit
to the emergency room — for his body
to return to normal.
To him, it was worth it. He’s still
there, training for his senior season.
Athletic scholarships are earned, but
you pay for your tuition with your body.
The university fronts your tuition, so
you’ll go out and play your ass off on
national television. In turn, they get
more donations from alumni.
Blow out your ankle in the season finale and see if the school offers to cover
your fees next year, out of good faith.
Free ride, my ass.
This is a special appearance of
“Webb and Flow.”
Thomas Webb is a contributing
photographer.

The Fall of Saigon, the stories of the boat people
This Friday will mark the 35th anniversary
of a day that changed the lives of millions of
Vietnamese families, including my own.
On April 30, 1975, the North Vietnam
Communist party captured Saigon, the capital of
South Vietnam, ending a war that tore the country apart for more than 15 years.
The evening before that day, my grandmother’s sister’s family committed suicide. The family
of nine all drank poison and the father, a lieutenant in the Southern army, secured their fate with
a gunshot to each member’s head.
Those were only nine of the hundreds of
suicides that occurred during those two days.
My aunt explained that, for their family, it was
either death at their own hands or at the hands
of the Viet Cong, the term given to the North
Vietnam Communist party.
I hear stories about whole families
committing suicide now and I’ve judged those
people, thinking it was such a crazy thing to do.
But hearing my aunt tell stories about the cruelty
of the Viet Cong and of all the people she knew
who committed suicide on April 30, the lines
between what is right, wrong, sane and crazy
become blurred.
While American troops and citizens were able
to leave Vietnam relatively easily, most of South
Vietnam was desperately seeking any chance to
escape.
The day of Saigon’s capture, my father attempted to escape by boat, only to be caught and
imprisoned for the next five years.
He was taken into the jungle, where he was
forced to do labor, mainly chopping down fields
and clearing land. They fed him only half a bowl

on a cramped boat in the is not exclusive to the Vietnamese people — in
of rice a day along with whatever
America, it is one many groups have shared.
poorest conditions.
vegetables the prisoners could
Friday will be a somber celebration for those
She told me about the nugrow. The Viet Cong called it a
merous times she escaped from who have survived, but also a memorial for the
“Re-education Camp.” He said
being raped, the death she saw millions of lives lost leading up to and following
every day he thought he was goaround her and the darkest that fateful day.
ing to die, but as soon as they
Hearing the stories has given me a humble
human behavior in the face of
released him, he attempted to
perspective and a wealth of gratitude that I hope
desperation and delirium.
escape Vietnam again.
They both told me the same will continue to be shared.
Of the seven times he tried
thing — they knew that in at- This is a special edition of “Obligatory Space
to escape, he was imprisoned
Minh Pham
tempting to escape, it was very Filler”.
twice. Other times he would
likely they could die.
show up to the predetermined
Minh Pham is an A&E editor for the Spartan
Obligatory Space Filler
But after witnessing the Daily.
meeting spot, only to find nohorrific
body there to meet him.
He was finally able to escape with his brother acts committed by the Viet
after being free for only a couple of months. The Cong, they knew the chance
boat they escaped on was small, holding only 19 of living in a free country
was worth it.
people.
Though I’ve heard stoAfter being at sea for five days, the group
ries from my mother before,
found themselves lost and without food.
They were finally rescued by a people in Thai it took this article for me to
fishing boat who gave them food and got them ask my dad about his experience. Hearing his stories
back on course.
As soon as they had gone beyond Vietnam’s sent chills through my body,
waters, my father said he knew they were going as I knew this was the same
to make it. He cried as he watched the boat float sacrifice and struggle that
further and further away from the country that thousands of “boat people”
experienced.
he loved so much.
My heart swells with love
He cried with relief that he made the escape,
but also with sorrow because the people and and admiration for my parplaces he deeply cared about, he would never see ents who were brave enough
to endure that journey, not
again.
only for a better life for
And that was only his story.
Before my mother passed away, she spent my sisters and me, but for
On April 30, 1975, Vietnam fell to communist rule and thousands of
many dinners telling me about her escape and themselves also.
families to escaped the country by boat. / Illustration by Thomas Webb
The story of immigrants
the days that seemed like years that she spent
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Alternative eats: Thinking outside the fast food box
Ashley Finden
Staff Writer

I have a hectic life and schedule — therefore, my meals and
diet are equally crazy.
On a good day, I have three
meals.
On those days, my breakfast
consists of a small granola bar
or perhaps five or so quick bites
of cereal, but more likely the
granola bar.
Lunch is whatever is available and affordable at the
Student Union
or sometimes
a bag of crackers that I managed to throw
into my bag.
My dinner is
whatever my family makes for
dinner, typically mashed or
fried potatoes, pork chops and
corn or peas.
On weekends, there is no set
meal for me except for dinner,
which is usually pizza or something from a restaurant — it’s
no wonder I’m broke. Breakfast
on Saturday and Sunday is toast
or eggs, and lunch depends on
what’s around.
It doesn’t help my eating
schedule that I snack on food
throughout the day at an almost constant rate. I usually eat
chips and a variety of dips.
With all of this in mind, I
took on this assignment hoping
that it would expand my culinary horizons.
I was required to shop outside of common grocery stores,
away from restaurants I frequent, and part from foods I eat
a lot.

get at the farmers market were
some chocolate bars that I already had.
The baguette for the sandwich was supposed to be sliced
1/4 inch thick. For some inexplicable reason, I couldn’t slice
it that thin.
I got it down to half an inch,
but it still worked out.
After I put that battered piece
of bread on my grill skillet with
pieces of chocolate and sliced
strawberries and bananas, I
grilled it without having any-

“

heaven. I hesitantly walked
to my car, fighting the urge
to buy anything else.
Dinner — Steamed Rock
Cod with Chinese Green Onion Seasoning
I have never made any
kind of seafood dish before,
but found an interesting way
to cook it — by steaming it in
the dishwasher.
I got the cod and green
onions I needed at the farmer’s market. I had everything
else at home, or had a close
substitute.
Steaming a fish
in the dishwasher
was much easier
than people might
think. Just tightly
wrap the fish in
aluminum foil and
plop it into the
dishwasher on normal cycle.
While I waited, I made the
sauce. It was easy enough,
mixing the proper amount
of soy sauce with garlic and
ginger and then adding
water.
I made asparagus as a
side dish, which ended up
being an appetizer because the
dishwasher took too long to
cook the fish.
OK, I have never cooked asparagus before, but I thought,
“How hard could it be?”
I just put some olive oil in
the pan to make sure nothing
stuck and add some flavor.
Bad move.
Oil splattered in every direction and angle possible in the
known world. My brother and
I were burned by the oil before
someone finally managed to
throw a lid on the pan.
Eventually, post-asparagus
explosion, the cod was done
cooking.
The fish fell apart whenever
my fork touched it — apparently meaning the fish was completely cooked.
I poured the sauce on it and
BAM!
The fish was OK, but I rocked
the sauce. Who knows, I may go
to culinary school one day.
Day 2 (Sunday):
Breakfast — English muffin
breakfast pizza
Thankfully, the ingredients
were all things I had at home,
except for the tomatoes that
were conveniently sold at the
farmers market.
This was the easiest meal I
made during the whole weekend — thank goodness.
I cooked and chopped some
bacon, cut an English muffin in
half, put diced tomatoes on it,
put some of the chopped bacon
on top of that and added some
cheese. The recipe called for
mozzarella, but I did not have
any, so I used cheddar.
After a few minutes in the
oven, the mini pizzas were
done.
Not the best, but not the
worst breakfast I have had —
they were light, crunchy and
easy to prepare.
My only complaint was that
the breakfast pizza lacked a bit
in flavor — nothing stood out.
Lunch — Bean Burger
It’s exactly what it sounds
like — a burger made of beans.
I wanted to try a vegetarian
meal, again using ingredients I
already had at home, so I found
ingredients to make a burger
out of black beans.
Instead of using a typical food smasher to mash the
beans, I used my hands. It was
definitely a different way to
preparing food.
After I washed my hands of
the mashed black bean residue,
I added sauteed onions, garlic,
pepper and salt.
Once those were all combined, I added flour to help
shape the bean mix into a
burger. Grill it and flip it, and
it’s done. The first bite left me
pleasantly surprised.

Steaming fish in the
dishwasher was much easier
than people might think.

”

thing fall off the baguette.
Finally, I took a bite.
Oh my word — it was morning bliss.
The only thing I could compare this to was a s’more, but
better. I love s’mores, but this
was a healthier version that
didn’t give me a stomachache.
My family was pretty happy
with the results as well.
Lunch — Mediterranean
food
Hummus is the only Mediterranean food I have ever
eaten. Since I would be cooking
later and already made breakfast, I thought a cheap lunch
would be nice.
I had heard of a place on
Stevens Creek Boulevard called
Falafel’s Drive In. As I drove up
with my nephew, I noticed a line
that was at least 10 people long.
The tables were outside and
full, just like the parking lot.

A chocolate breakfast sandwich being grilled and
prepared in the morning
ASHLEY FINDEN / SPARTAN DAILY

So here is my adventure of
how I purchased the food and of
what I ate. Though these foods
may be familiar to some, they
were different for me personally.
Day 1 (Saturday):
I woke up and went to the
farmers market at West Valley
College in Saratoga, on Fruitvale and Allendale avenues.
I had never been to a farmers
market before, and I thought
this would be a bore.
It was actually pretty fun.
I enjoyed looking around at
all of the flowers and food, and I
was able to get a majority of my
groceries at a cheaper rate than
at Safeway.
I also got to sample some
foods from the vendors, such as
a dip similar to hummus with a
light cheese-and-pepper flavor.
After this adventure at the
farmer’s market, I went home
and cooked breakfast. I knew all
of the meals I was going to have
this day and gathered the recipes from the Internet — thank
you, Google.
Breakfast
—
Chocolate
breakfast sandwiches
This was one of my favorite
breakfasts. The only ingredients for this recipe that I didn’t

In line, I couldn’t decide
what to get. Did I want a falafel
salad, tabbouleh, a gyro or baba
ghannouj?
I ordered a gyro in a pita
with falafel balls on the side.
My nephew ordered a chocolate milkshake — always a safe
choice.
After we got our food and
found a seat, I unwrapped the
gyro, poured my falafels out
and wondered which to sample
first — either would be a new
taste for me.
Falafel balls were my choice.
One bite into the vegetarian
meatball imitator provided me
with a taste of unique herbs and
spices that were unknown to my
palate, yet were still delightful.
I wanted to finish all of them
right there, but refrained from
doing so in order to savor the
experience.
Next was the gyro, an amazingly good pita filled with spiced
beef. After my first bite, I almost
ordered another one, regardless
of the length of the line at the
ordering window.
I scarfed it down faster than
Harold and Kumar ate their
White Castle burgers.
I don’t even know what else
to say — I was in food coma

A fruit stand at the West Valley College Farmers Market on March 23, 2010.
ASHLEY FINDEN / SPARTAN DAILY

The bean burger tasted better than I had expected and
had the same texture as a
hamburger.
Although the burger didn’t
taste too bad, as I continued to
eat it, it began to taste like nothing more than bean paste.
Would I eat it again?
If there was nothing else to
eat and I didn’t want to buy
anything, yes.
Dinner — Corned beef and
cabbage noodles.
By the time Sunday dinner
came around, I was out of ideas
of what to make, since spending

money was not an option.
Then I remembered that
a family friend brought over
corned beef and cabbage very
recently.
Having had that before, what
would make it different?
Instead of eating the beef
and vegetables alone, I poured
some broth over the mixture
and threw in some noodles left
over from someone’s lunch.
This odd meal looked almost
exactly like chicken noodle
soup, but tasted like bitter and
salty corned beef and cabbage
with noodles.

Nothing jumped up and
screamed “Great food!” when I
ate it.
After sampling this plethora
of alternative foods, I have a
better appreciation for food.
My favorites were the chocolate breakfast sandwich, the
steamed cod and the gyro.
I highly recommend any of
these meals though, with the
exception of the corned beef
and cabbage spaghetti.
Trying new foods gives people a better perspective on different cultures, but also fills
your stomach to the maximum.

